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COMMISSION STAFF'S
ANSWER TO INTERMOUNTAIN
GAS COMPANY'S PETITION
FOR RECONSIDERATION

The Commission Staff, pursuant to Rule of Procedure 331.05, files this Answer to

Intermountain Gas Company's Petition for Reconsideration. IDAPA 31.01.01.331.05.

Intermountain Gas (lntermountain or Company) filed its Petition for Reconsideration (the

Petition) on May 18, 2017, asking the Commission to reconsider parts of its Final Order No.

33757, issued April 28, 2017. The Commission Staff files this Answer to address Intermountain

Gas Company's Petition as it relates to weather normalization only.

The Commission Should Grant Reconsideration andAllow a Limited Re-Opening of the
Record os to Intermountain's Issues Concerning Staffs lYeather Normalization Analysis

Intermountain's Petition asks the Commission to reconsider its decision to use Staff s

weather normalization analysis to adjust for weather in the Company's rates. Specifically, the

Company asks for reconsideration of Stafls definition and use of the term "normal" weather,

and, more generally, the Petition asks the Commission to reconsider the underlying

reasonableness of Staff s weather normalization methodology.

The Petition states that Staff used "only 13 years and 8 months of weather data to

define Normal weather for the Company, and did not use the industry best practice of 30 years of
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weather data." Petition at 2. However, Staff maintains that after an extensive and arduous

process of informal communication(s), meetings, a series of formal discovery requests and

responses, and the technical hearing, the Company failed to provide the full 30-year range of

weighted weather data it claims it has used and which would have allowed Staff to undertake the

analysis that the Company asserts Staff should have done. The information is simply not in the

record before the Commission.

The Company defines its'oNormal weather" in Exhibit 40, stating, "Intermountain['s]

Rolling 30-year Normal is the 30 years ended [sic] December 2015. The HDD data for 7

weather stations is weighted by 2015 customers resulting in a weighted Normal for each

customer class." See Exhibit 40 at 3 (emphasis added). While the Company provided some

relevant workpapers and documentation related to weighted weather data through informal

communication and in obligatory ongoing discovery, it failed to provide all of the relevant data

that would have allowed Staff to reasonably and responsibly reproduce the "weighted Normal for

each customer class." Id. Critically, even a reasonable narrative explanation of how the

Company uses its weather nornalization data was not provided until post-discovery in rebuttal

testimony filed approximately two weeks before the technical hearing in this matter. However,

even at that late stage, the Company did not provide the underlying documentation or o'facts upon

which [its analysis was] based," for Staff to analyze its reasonableness. See IDAPA

31.01.01.052.01 and ldaho Code $ 61-4011.

The Company had 31 years to "refine its weather normalization methodology"2 and

roughly 9 months from its Application to the technical hearing in this case, to provide all

relevant documentation, that is, any and all documentation to demonstrate the link between the

Company's methodology and its proposed adjustment. Such documentation would have enabled

Staff to evaluate the Company's weather normalization methodology, and, therefore, aid the

Commission in determining the methodology's reasonableness and appropriateness. The

Company has failed to show that it provided such necessary documentation to Staff. The

1 "Every public utility shall fumish to the commission, in such form and such detail as the commission shall
prescribe, all tabulations, computations and all other information required by it to carry into effect any of the
provisions of this act . . . ."

2 See Order Nos. 21048 and33757
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Company's insistence that it did so is belied by the record and is thus an unreasonable burden on

the Commission's time.

As to the general reasonableness of the Commission-approved weather normalization

adjustment in this case, Staff again asserts that the full spectrum of relevant "[w]orkpapers or

documentation showing how test year [weatherJ data was adjusted," (see IDAPA

31.01.01 .I2l.}l.f (emphasis added)), was never provided to Staff in a cohesive or fully

comprehensible format. This lack of clarity is reflected in the record before the Commission. As

a result, in order to make a showing of reasonableness, Staff used what data, documentation and

information the Company did provide to model Staffs own weather normalization adjustment.

Absent any other data, Staff believed that the provided data was what the Company had used.

Staff maintains that its methodology is reasonable and appropriate under the facts, and given the

circumstances, of this case.

Staff Recommendation

As an initial observation, Staff believes that a potential best outcome for resolution of

the issues raised in the Company's Petition would be for the Company to retract its Petition and

file a separate docket addressing weather normalization. This would allow greater finality to the

many other issues addressed in Order No. 33757. It would also enable the Company to establish

a clearer, cleaner record, now that weather notwtalization concerns have been distilled through

the Company's rate case. Staff believes a separate and focused proceeding to address the

weather normalization issues raised in this case may also facilitate communication, and

potentially encourage stipulation, between the parties. Staff further believes such a process

would best assist the Commission in determining a reasonable and appropriate weather

normalization methodology.

Specifically, as it relates to the Company's Petition, Staff would agree to assist in

clarifying the Commission's understanding of the weather normalization issues and StafPs

efforts to analyze those issues during the pendency of this case. In order to do so, Staff

recommends that the Commission re-open the record for the limited purpose of accepting such

records already provided through discovery requests and responses to date, related to weather

normalization, which would illustrate Staffs efforts to analyze and present a reasonable and

appropriate weather normalization adj ustment.
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For this, Staff recommends that each party identiff the records (already provided by a

party in discovery) they believe are necessary for the Commission to make a fully informed

decision on reconsideration related to the provision of certain weighted data from the Company

to Staff, and more generally, regarding the appropriateness of Staffs weather normalization

analysis and modeling. Staff further recommends that interested parties should provide written

briefs or comments outlining their arguments on the issue.

Finally, Staff disagrees with the Company that additional testimony or evidentiary

hearings are needed for the Commission to render a decision on the Company's Petition. The

Company did not timely submit the required documentation in this proceeding. Although Staff

believes such documentation would be appropriate in a separate case, as suggested above, Staff

objects to the Company's effort to submit such evidence in the record on reconsideration, where

such records should have been provided at or before hearing.

Respectfully submitted this 25n day of May 2017.

Sean Costello
Deputy Attorney General

N:INT-G-16-02 sc Staff Answer to Reconsideration
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